
Sufficient evidence of military camps in Pictland  up to the early 3rd century, led to the  

proposal in the author's Pictish-Mithraism book that a Roman army withdrawal from Caledonia 

of around 212 CE is the earliest start point for the evolution of Roman Mithraism into Pictish-

Mithraism by army "stayers". There was a Roman military return to Caledonia around the end 

of the 3rd century with limited information on locations of sites. The final withdrawal from 

Britain was in 411. With insufficient information neither is seen as an alternative start point for 

P-M. Exposure to Christianity prospectively came earlier than with St Columba (late 6th 

century); St Palladius who perhaps died at Fordoun around 450 may have brought Christianity 

to Pictland by the mid-5th century. That arguably gives a start point for Christianity in the 5th 

century but evidence is flimsy so the more accepted influence flowing from St Columba's visit 

to Inverness in 565 is seen as more likely - this gives an earliest start point for Christianity in 

Pictland of the 6th century; the adoption of the belief and the change in carving techniques 

suggest a step increase in appearance of Christian Cross shapes in the 7th century. 

Some animals, birds and fish can represent Celtic attributes and have a Roman context 

therefore such carvings need, in every instance, to be assessed to determine which, both or 

neither are the most likely interpretations. Celtic culture's arrival in Britain has varying 

estimates - typically 6th century BCE and earlier; for the purpose of investigating Shared Space 

prospects assuming Celtic influence as being well established in 3rd century CE is adequate. 

Christianisation seemingly replaced Celtic beliefs so an end period for Celtic attributes no 

longer being relevant is notionally set within the 7th century. 

Roman context is generally related to the significance of the military symbolism of any animals, 

birds or fish (which also, for this text, have Celtic attributes) and at what time that might have 

been appropriate. In fact only the boar, bull and eagle have both Celtic attributes and Roman 

military context. Additionally snakes/serpents appear in Roman mythology as tokens of life 

beyond the grave, have Celtic attributes and feature widely in Mithraic belief. With an 

estimated start time for Pictish Symbol Stones of the early to mid 3rd century - following the 

Roman withdrawal of 212 - this would also be the start point for any carvings with Roman 

context on the basis that "stayers" from the Roman military initiated their carving. A direct, 

first hand Roman context having a duration of more than a generation cannot reasonably be 

claimed; through handing down knowledge perhaps another two generations could arguably 

be added but that would only stretch broadly to the end of the 3rd century. 

By taking some likely dates (by CE century) for the carving of the objects on the Stones, time 

frames for any Shared Space prospects can be estimated. 

Exploring Time Frames for "Shared Space"

Mithraic practice did not stop then but continued with P-M symbols on Stones with Christian 

Crosses. Many texts suggest the 8th / 9th century as the period for those Stones with only 

Christian Crosses and biblical scenes (referred to as Class 3 by Anderson and Allen) - allowing 

for an overlap time between the arrival of the "Class 3" and the last of those Stones with 

Pictish Symbols the 8th century is effectively the likely end point of Pictish-Mithraism. 
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Possibly passed down tradition sustained continuation of carving with a Roman context but 

more realistic is that carvings on very early Stones had direct relevance at the time and that 

Stones with Roman military context were incise carved only in that early time period. From 

that rationale, plus in the Investigations there being no instances of Roman context objects 

being in the Christian time frame, it is deduced that items with an intended Roman context 

were not carved beyond the 4th century.

Ogham text

Undecoded

Based on the foregoing text, the diagram above shows the prospective periods when objects 

were carved and, consequently, are the time frames for the pursuit of Mithraic, Celtic and 

Christian beliefs in Pictland.

From this diagram the time periods for those beliefs that are in Shared Space combinations 

can readily be derived.

Pictish-Mithraic symbols

Ogham was seemingly used between the 4th and 9th centuries CE in Ireland. Being on so-

called Class 1 and 2 Pictish Stones would suggest a carving timeline of 4th to 8th centuries i.e. 

before the erection of those Stones with Crosses that specifically were not carved with 

"symbols" other than those of a Christian context (so-called Class 3).

From Investigations 2, 3 and 4 it appears that people alone, on horseback (for example) or in 

scenes (some biblical, some hunting) are only on Stones with Christian crosses. Such carvings 

continue beyond the era of  Symbol Stones onto stones still categorised as Pictish but only 

with Christian crosses. This gives a start point of around the 7th century and an end point of 

the 9th for such objects.

Historically an element of combining Roman and Celtic beliefs resulting in Romano-Celtic 

deities has been identified. However, the objects seen on the Symbol Stones that have Celtic 

pertinence are animals, birds and fish and not known deities as such therefore any prospective 

Roman / Celtic belief combinations have not been pursued.

In the diagrams below all dates are Century CE.

Objects not deciphered as Pictish-Mithraic or otherwise have been labelled "undecoded" 

including decorated rectangle, L-shaped rectangle, interlaced animals, indecipherable 

quadrupeds, flowers, spiral/concentric ovals and cup markings. Whilst the majority appear on 

Stones from the Christian belief period there also are some - predominantly geometric - that 

are on earlier Stones. Undecoded objects appear, therefore, across the whole time frame 

covered in this website.



Shared Space Beliefs No. Stones % of total

22 25.5

3 3.5

51 59.3

10 11.6
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Mithraic & Celtic 25.5%

Taking all instances of Shared Space combinations for Complementary and Implied Acceptance 

Shared Space together - covering 86 Stones - these are the combinations by number of Stones 

and percentages of the total:-

Mithraic & Celtic

Celtic & Christian

What these time periods and relative volumes of Shared Space beliefs may mean are 

expanded upon when considering if a "Shared Space" was successfully enabled.

Beyond the time period of the Investigations are those Pictish 

Stones that have Christian iconography only, such as the 

Dupplin Cross in the style of a High Cross (similar to those in 

Ireland and Northumbria) with a horserider, a man fighting a 

bear and a harper (thought to be David) plus dogs. A Latin 

inscription implies that the Cross was carved either during, or 

shortly after, the reign of Caustantín (died 820 CE according to 

the Annals of Ulster).

Dupplin Cross located inside St Serf's church, Dunning →

Celtic & Christian 3%

Combining the data in the diagram and table above enables the following overall picture of 

Shared Space time frames for beliefs and relative volume by % of Stones:-

Mithraic & Christian 59.3%

Mithraic, Celtic & 

Christian 11.6%

Mithraic & Christian

Mithraic, Celtic & Christian


